This paper provides improved time delay-dependent stability criteria for multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) network control systems (NCSs) with nonlinear perturbations. Without the stability assumption on the neutral operator after the descriptor approach, the new proposed stability theory is less conservative than the existing stability condition. Theoretical proof is given in this paper to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed stability condition.
Introduction
Complex control systems have been recently employed to control the communications among computers, controllers, and sensors due to the enlarging scale of control systems in nowadays applications [1, 2] . The real-time systems with feedback in the control loops are usually called the networked control systems (NCSs) [3] . The network time delays, induced by the transmission rate and the communication protocol of the network, are usually the source of instability of the NCSs. Therefore, the stable conditions of NCSs play an important role in the real applications.
An amount of research work has been reported in the stability analysis of the NCSs; see [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and references therein. In general, the stability condition of the control systems can be categorized into two cases: the delay-dependent stability conditions [9, 10] and the delay-independent stability conditions [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . For delay-dependent stability criteria, people always seek to find a delay bound which is defined as the maximum allowable delay bound that can be obtained to guarantee the NCSs stability. Based on the descriptor approach, an improved delay-dependent stability condition has been derived for a class of real multi-input and multioutput (MIMO) closed-loop networked control systems in [17] . In terms of using the linear matrix inequalities (LMI) and transferring the system to a neutral operator using the decomposition method, the maximum upper bound of the allowable delay obtained by solving a convex optimization problem by the proposed condition in [17] is larger than the results given in [11] [12] [13] [14] 16] . However, the drawback in [17] is that the delay-dependent stable criteria are built on the stability assumption of the neutral operator. In general, we know that the stable assumption of the neutral operator limits the maximum allowable time delays, which can further affect the conservativeness of the condition. With this objective, we develop a new condition for the MIMO network control systems with multiple state time delays and nonlinear perturbations in this paper. In our new result, the stable assumption of the neutral operator is not required. We have theoretically shown that the proposed condition is less conservative than the result given in [17] .
System Model and Review
Composing of a plant , a controller , and a common network with nonlinear perturbations, independent sensors, and actuators, the real multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) closed-loop networked control systems (NCSs) with multiple state time delays and nonlinear perturbations can be modeled as follows:
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where ( ) ∈ is the system state vector and , ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) are real coefficient matrices. ( ) is a vectorvalued initial continuous function with − ≤ ≤ 0 and the external nonlinear perturbations are assumed to be bounded in magnitude as ‖ ( ( ))‖ ≤ ‖ ( )‖ for all > 0. For the detailed information on the formulation of system model (1a) and (1b), one could refer to [17] and references therein.
The stability of MIMO closed-loop NCSs (1a) and (1b) has been considered in [17] . Combining with the NewtonLeibniz formula and the descriptor method by decomposing the constant coefficient matrix of delay vector into two parts = 1 + 2 ( = 1, 2, . . . , ), system (1a) and (1b) is represented in the following equivalent expression as in [17] :
with ( ) =( ). Utilizing the coefficient matrix decomposing method, slack matrices, and linear matrix inequality (LMI), the stability criteria given in [17] have been shown more effective than several related stability theories; see references therein. However, one drawback existed in [17] is the requirement on the stability of the neutral operator; that is, the following assumption should be satisfied:
For time delay-dependent stability criteria, it is apparent that assumption (3) imposes a constraint on the time delay, which subsequently makes the stability condition more conservative. Before presenting the new result, the stability criteria described in [17] and its corresponding brief proof are given below for convenience of presentation and comparison.
Theorem 1 (see [17] 
where * denotes the elements below the main diagonal of a symmetric block matrix and 11
Following Lyapunov-Krasovskii functions that have been constructed in [17] ,
In such case, the time derivative of ( ) iṡ( ) ≤ ( )Ω 1 ( ) (expression of Ω 1 could be found in [17] ) and Ω 1 < 0 is implied by the existence of positive scalar > 0 such that (4) holds. Here,
Improved Stability Condition
The above discussion shows that finding a less conservative condition which no longer relies on constraint (3) is urgent. As indicated in [17] , the stability of the MIMO closed-loop NCSs is based on the stability of the neutral operator. In this section, we develop an improvement on the stability criteria for the MIMO closed-loop NCS (1a) and (1b). Before stating the result, the following lemma is needed.
Lemma 2 (see [18] ). For a symmetric positive definite matrix ∈ × and any matrix ∈ × , the following inequality satisfies
for ∀ , ∈ .
For the MIMO closed-loop NCS described in (1a) and (1b), we have the following theorem to ensure the stability of its solution. 
, which further implies there exists a positive such thaṫ
From the definition of Γ( ), it is easy to know that
With the Bunyakovskii inequality [19] , this implies
Therefore, we have
For
respondingly. Then, we construct the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functioñ( ) = ( ) + ( ) ( ), where ( ) is given in (5). For ∑ =1 ‖ 1 ‖ 2 < 1, utilizing (10) and Lemma 2, the derivative of̃( ) satisfieṡ
Since < , it is easy to know 1 − ( / ) > 0 and hencė( ) < 0. For ∑ =1 ‖ 1 ‖ 2 > 1, the above equation can be similarly obtained. This finishes our proof.
Remark 4.
It is apparent that the new proposed condition in Theorem 3 is not dependent on assumption (3) imposed in [17] which is used to ensure the stability of the neutral operator. Hence, Theorem 3 is less conservative than the condition given in [17] .
Conclusion
An improved stability condition for multi-input and multioutput (MIMO) closed-loop networked control systems (NCSs) with multiple state time delays and nonlinear perturbations has been proposed in this paper. Without the assumption constraint to guarantee the neutral operator stability as used in [17] , the new developed criteria are less conservative than the one given in [17] .
